I-35 CORRIDOR VISION PLAN
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The Interstate 35-E Corridor Plan is intended to work
conjunctively with the 2010 Red Oak Comprehensive
Plan to promote positive and quality development and
redevelopment along Interstate 35-E. Components of
the Corridor Plan include a discussion of land use
standards, site design principles, architectural design,
aesthetics and gateway elements. This Corridor Plan is
intended to strengthen the City’s economy and protect
the visual perception of Red Oak depicted along
Interstate 35-E for both residents and visitors. The
standards and discussions set forth in this Corridor Plan
will provide a basis for the creation of an attractive visual
image for Red Oak and will support and aid the City in
attracting and maintaining quality land uses.
The ultimate vision for the Interstate 35-E Corridor Plan
is to create a positive and identifiable image for the City
which increases the tax base, encourages appropriate
and organized development, provides quality
architectural design, increases the community’s quality
of life, promotes pedestrian oriented sites and creates a
sense of community and place. Consideration for such
issues will ultimately serve to aid in the long term
sustainability of the corridor.

Background
The Interstate 35-E (I-35) Corridor is a vital arterial through the City of Red Oak. Not only does it carry
the most significant amounts of traffic through the City, the corridor plays an important role in the
ultimate perception and identity of the community. In December, 2009, the City began the creation of
its 2010 Comprehensive Plan intended to organize public input and create a plan which will guide the
City for the next 15 years and beyond. As a component of the 2010 Comprehensive Plan, City officials
identified the need to specifically address land uses and planning guidelines along the Interstate 35-E
Corridor. The following report is intended to focus and organize ideas and strategies related specifically
to the creation of quality development as well as enhancing and defining the image of Red Oak depicted
along Interstate 35-E.
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Recent developments in the corridor include such
areas as 3RJ Business Park, Red Oak Town Village,
Millenium Business Park, a new development at
Buckskin Drive and Interstate 35, Red Oak Square
and The Oaks Fellowship. Overall, the newer
buildings are of higher aesthetic quality than older
commercial businesses found along the corridor.
The I-35 Corridor Vision Plan should protect and
promote the recent success in attracting and
building higher quality development. In addition
to new developments, there are several large
tracts of undeveloped land. The two largest
undeveloped areas are located on the far
northwest and far southwest sections of the
corridor. These areas offer a one time, unique
opportunity to create two large planned
developments.
The corridor has several areas with older
commercial and retail sites. Land uses for these
areas include salvage yards, auto sales, auto
repair shops, and other commercial type uses.
These areas are often characterized by smaller
single use lots, limited architectural features and
landscaping, and do not promote a positive
memorable experience for corridor visitors.
Older areas of the corridor offer opportunity for
long-term redevelopment and enhancement of
the City.
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Public participation is a fundamental component to the planning process—it provides essential
background information, formulates ideas, defines the intended corridor character and builds
consensus. In recognition of this essential role, a Corridor Advisory Committee (CAC), comprised of Red
Oak residents and business leaders, was created to help identify and formulate a vision for the corridor
which best incorporate Interstate 35-E into the City’s overall vision. A series of four CAC meetings were
held, all of which focused on different topics related to Interstate 35-E. CAC members were given a
variety of exercises in order to encourage participation and aid in the formulation of ideas. Additionally,
issues, goals, objectives and strategies were formulated during these meetings. A summary of each
meeting is as follows:

Meeting #1

January 14, 2010

Corridor Advisory Committee

Issue Identification

Meeting #2

January 28, 2010

Corridor Advisory Committee

Land Use

Meeting #3

February 9, 2010

Corridor Advisory Committee

Transportation and Aesthetics

Meeting #4

March 4, 2010

Corridor Advisory Committee

Implementation and Design
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Meeting #1
The first CAC meeting was held on January 14, 2010 at Red Oak Municipal Center. The first meeting was
conducted to introduce committee members to the purpose, scope and schedule of the Corridor Plan
and to explain why these specific efforts are important for both the corridor and greater comprehensive
planning efforts.
In addition to an introduction to the intent of the Corridor Plan, initial planning exercises were
conducted to formulate visioning ideas. The planning exercises conducted at this meeting included the
issue identification, discussion of goals and objectives and study area boundary identification.

Issue Identification
An initial exercise conducted with the CAC was “issue identification”. The planning team along with the
CAC identified the following issues:
Opportunities
Unique branding design available
Several large tracts of available land for future developments
Good visibility of land on southern portion of corridor due to topography
Better quality construction throughout the corridor
High traffic counts
Good logo and identifiable image of new overpass structures
Potential for additional east/west bridge crossings
Floodplain areas a potential amenity for future development
Potential amenity of Municipal Building Lake
Constraints
Appearance of junk yards on north end of corridor
Unattractive small commercial uses along corridor/Limited ability to consolidate smaller tracts
Limited City image at southern City limit boundary/no significant gateways
Limited landscaping features along corridor
Unattractive businesses and perception
Limited accessibility to certain areas
Impact and uncertainty of Loop 9 access and configuration
Limited density of housing near existing businesses
Limited current access behind future large tract developments
Limited incentive program to attract businesses
Code compliance issues with existing businesses/poor visual quality and image
Little restaurant or anchor retail businesses
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Meeting #2
The second meeting was held on January 28, 2010 at
Red Oak Municipal Center and focused on land use
types and potential development and redevelopment
strategies. At the meeting, a brief analysis of
development occurring in surrounding communities
was discussed to define Red Oak’s economic context.
Various land use strategies were introduced
including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Large Tract Strategies
Big Box Strategies
Existing Development Strategies
Highway Retail and Commercial
Strategies
5. Code Enforcement Strategies

Interstate 35-E Interchange Development in Round Rock

The CAC participated in a land use strategy planning
exercise. Based upon the existing parcel data,
committee members and consulting staff prepared a
generalized land use strategies map to serve as a
preliminary guide. This guide aided in defining
strategies and identifying the location of desired
development types along Interstate 35-E.
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Meeting #3
This meeting was conducted on February 9, 2010 at Red Oak Municipal Center. It focused on desirable
transportation and aesthetic elements which may be appropriate for the corridor.

Transportation Elements
Due to the integral and complex relationship between transportation and land use, the first part of the
meeting concentrated upon issues related to transportation, particularly as they apply to Interstate 35E. Discussions included the relationship and impact of Loop 9, supporting roadways and pedestrian
connections.
The ramping and access configuration of Loop 9 was an important consideration for CAC members.
Access may ultimately determine what types of land uses are appropriate at any given location,
especially retail and office uses. Therefore, land use planning decisions may ultimately depend upon the
final configuration of Loop 9.
Supporting roadways refers to the character and context of roadways along, over or near Interstate 35E. As visitors stop at various business establishments along the Interstate, roadway design may have a
visual and aesthetic impact upon how Red Oak is perceived. Discussions regarding the types and
quantity of landscaping, building setbacks, sidewalks and parking were held with the committee to gage
initial perceptions on these issues. Pedestrian connections were also discussed with committee
members, particularly regarding roadway design. Greenbelt trails, pedestrian and bicycle trails,
sufficient sidewalks and safe roadway crossings were introduced and discussed.

Proposed Loop 9 Configuration
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Aesthetic Elements
The importance of incorporating aesthetic elements was a
second topic at the February 9 meeting. Aesthetic
elements are often used to define or to create identifiable
districts within a given area. They can enhance the sensory
visual perception as well as the perceived quality of an area
or community. Aesthetic elements may be location
specific, unique, and expand upon a community’s heritage,
natural surroundings and architectural character. The
following architectural elements, particularly in relation to
roadway design, were discussed with committee members:
•

Gateway Signage

•

Bridge Enhancements/Signage

•

Intersections and Driveway Treatments

•

Medians and Median Treatments

•

Landscape Enhancements

Example of aesthetic elements, Frisco, TX

Example of bridge or overpass enhancements

Example of median and landscape enhancements
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Meeting #4
The March 4, 2009 meeting was organized to outline
architectural elements as well as potential
implementation strategies. Recent construction efforts
within Red Oak have utilized architectural
enhancements such as awnings, masonry finishes and
building articulation. Images depicting the types of new
development occurring under current development
standards were shown as a base for what changes or
additions may be necessary. Different design elements
such as pedestrian orientation, urban design,
landscaping, building materials, vertical and horizontal
building articulation, facades, parking, signage, access
and connectivity were discussed in order to determine
the appropriateness and degree of inclusion for the
corridor plan recommendations.
The second component of the meeting included
implementation strategies. Various techniques were
discussed with CAC members including:
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•

Overlay Districts

•

Incentives programs

•

Re-Zoning

•

Purchasing of Property

•

Code Enforcement
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GOALS
As an integral part of the corridor’s development, the planning team has established goals to guide the
development of the Interstate 35-E corridor. These goals are intended to be statements that clarify
what citizens and City leaders envision for the Corridor Plan. These goals are planning tools that should
be used by City staff, decision makers and citizens to guide the growth and physical development of the
Interstate 35 Corridor for the next ten years, twenty years and beyond. The recommended I-35 Corridor
Vision Plan goals include the following:
1. Encourage a diversification of land uses and increased economic activity along Interstate 35-E
in order to expand the current tax base and ensure the long term economic and social
sustainability of the community as a whole.
2. Create a positive and identifiable image of Red Oak along the Interstate 35-E Corridor.
3. Ensure that existing and future development is visually attractive by providing quality design,
architectural standards and well-planned sites.
4. Ensure the corridor continues to attract and retain desirable land uses by requiring quality
development standards.
5. Create a destination point along the I-35 Corridor which functions as an amenity to serve both
residents and visitors alike.
6. Provide appropriate housing density near retail and commercial centers along the corridor in
order to support retail and encourage walkable, livable centers.
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STUDY AREA BOUNDARY
Based on input received at CAC meetings as well as geographic analysis of the area, the planning team
has defined a corridor study area to serve as the focus of this planning document recommendations.
The final study area boundary to be used in this plan is depicted below:

City Limit

City Limit
I-35 Corridor Study Area Boundary Map
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Current conditions must first be examined to develop a feasible and applicable plan for the corridor’s
future developments. These existing conditions serve as a foundation for recommendations and
implementation strategies. This section examines various components of the Interstate 35-E corridor,
specifically existing land use, parcel data and existing site photos.

Land Use
Currently, the corridor contains a mixture of land uses including commercial, retail, industrial and
residential. In addition, vacant land and flood plain areas are located along the corridor and provide
unique natural features, creeks, topography and existing tree coverage. Along the southern portion of
the study area is the Red Oak Valley Golf Club. Travelers along Interstate 35-E currently pass under
three overpasses located at Ovilla Road, W. Red Oak Road and US 77. These bridges and areas are
similar in style, landscaping and appearance and incorporate the City’s Logo into their design. The logo
is also found on the most identifiable feature to interstate travelers, the City’s water tower, south of
Ovilla Road. The City of Red Oak has created a simple, yet unique logo and design theme found on most
municipal structures and markers. Individual business pole signs, billboard signs and overhead power
lines dominate the views and landscape along the corridor. As a whole, existing activity within the
corridor lacks visual continuity in terms of architectural appearance.

Land Use Observations
Residential Uses
•

Single-family residential is located in two primary areas:
o Between Ovilla Road and Tater Brown Road, single-family residential dwelling units are
present. Residential units generally do not abut Interstate 35-E access roads.
Additionally, several commercial uses are mixed with residential uses within this area.
This area was identified by the CAC as a location in need of future code enforcement
strategies; however, a large portion of the area is currently outside of City Limits.
o Between Overlook Drive and Interstate 35-E, south of Ovilla Road, another area of
single-family residential dwelling units is present. This area is a mixture of traditional
units, mobile homes and several commercial uses. This location was also identified by
the CAC as an area in need of code enforcement strategies and re-development.

•

Multiple-family residential is found on the east side of Interstate 35-E just south of Red Oak
Road. These apartment units are garden style apartment construction and are currently in
acceptable condition. This is the only area of multi-family identified within the corridor study
boundaries.
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Retail/Office/Commercial/Industrial Uses
•

Commercial uses are the primary land uses along the entire study boundary; however, the
greatest concentration of commercial establishments is found between Red Oak Road and Ovilla
Road. These commercial establishments are generally small parcels and are often found mixed
with residential areas.

•

Office uses are found sporadically along the corridor and are primarily located near the
intersection of Interstate 35-E and Ovilla Road. These establishments are small scale offices. No
major office parks or large scale office complexes are found along the corridor.

•

Retail uses are also located sporadically throughout the corridor, with the greatest
concentrations of retail activity being located at Interstate 35-E and Ovilla Road. The majority of
retail establishments in this area include fast food and gasoline service providers. A few strip
center retail developments are also present.

•

Industrial locations are limited along the corridor with only one parcel designated as industrial.
This parcel is currently vacant and no concentrated industrial uses are occurring at this site.

•

Generally speaking, the corridor has a mixture of commercial, office and retail uses but lacks any
centralized concentration of services. There is also limited common appearance, identity, or
organized cohesiveness.
Public/Semi-Public Uses
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•

The Oaks Fellowship is located in the southern portion of the corridor. The Oaks is a significant
feature along the corridor due to its large size with an expansive associated campus.

•

The Red Oak Municipal Building, along with an adjacent pond, is also located within the corridor
study boundary. The pond is within the Red Oak Creek floodplain which provides significant
dense vegetation and topography.
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Existing Land Use Map
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Parcel Data
It is important to examine parcel data,
particularly in relation to the size and
types of existing parcels along the
corridor. Future development will most
likely be forced to work within the
confinement
of
existing
parcel
configuration, whether development
occurs within the existing parcel or
combines parcels for a larger
developable area.

Northern Section
Along the eastern portions of Interstate
35-E, a large quantity of the parcels are
small single-developed commercial sites.
Due to the fragmentation of the parcels
within this area, it is likely that any
future development will need to
combine existing parcels in order to
create a larger developable site area.
Parcels in this area are both commercial
and residential in uses. Along the
western portions of Interstate 35-E,
large vacant parcels of land exist. This
creates
significant
development
opportunities.
This area has been
identified as one of the key focus points
for future development.

Central Section
Areas between Ovilla Road and Red Oak Parcel Data Description Map
Road are generally a mix of smaller and
medium sized parcels. Smaller parcels are predominant along the western side of the Interstate and
include both residential and commercial uses. On the eastern side of the Interstate, many new
developments have taken place, primarily commercial and retail uses. However, there are still a few
vacant sites that offer opportunities for development near existing infrastructure.
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Southern Section
The southern section of the study area, located south of Red Oak Road, has a vast amount of vacant
land. This area, along with the north-western sections of the study corridor has the most significant
opportunity for future development, due to the availability of vacant land and the relatively large size of
existing parcels. This area also contains Red Oak Golf Course and a large amount of floodplain along Red
Oak Creek. Future site plans should consider these environmental and open space features and
incorporate them as site amenities.
List of existing parcels within I-35 corridor study area

Current Land Use

Number of Parcels

Two-Family
Public (Churches)
Commercial
Golf Course
Industrial
Multi-Family
Manufactured Housing
Office
Commercial (Open Storage)
Parks and Open Space
Public/Semi-Public
Retail
Right-of-Way
Single Family
Under Construction (Com)
Vacant

2
4
174
7
1
2
93
7
2
1
3
23
2
194
1
215

Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels
Parcels

Totals

731 Parcels

Total Acreage
0.1
78.3
108.1
120.1
16.9
5.6
40.2
10.4
2.0
10.6
11.4
26.7
186.8
78.7
1.3
1666.7

Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres

2353.3 Acres
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Site Photos
The following site photos depict typical existing conditions along the corridor. Existing images and aerial
maps start at the north end of the study area and end at the southern City Limits.
Tater Brown Road

(Match “A” to next page)
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View looking south from City Limits

Existing salvage yards at Tater Brown Road

South view along access road

Typical small commercial development, utility
poles and sign clutter
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Site Photos
(Match “A” to previous page)

(Match “B” to next page)

Typical small lot mixed with residential and
commercial uses

View looking south along access road
View looking south along access road

Typical new development along corridor

Existing utility poles and signs with limited
landscape enhancements
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Site Photos
(Match “B” to previous page)

(Match “C” to next page)
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Open lots and outdoor commercial sales

Existing multi-family development

Typical corridor view from hill top

Commercial service uses along access road
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Site Photos
(Match “C” to previous page)

Large undeveloped lots

The Oaks Fellowship Church along southern section
of corridor

Existing Red Oak highway sign

View looking north from southern City limits
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Following are recommendations for the I-35 Corridor Vision Plan. These recommendations are based
upon public input obtained during the CAC meetings, planning team analysis, site visits, existing
conditions, Red Oak ordinance review and planned projects. The recommendations are to be used as a
reference and foundation from which ordinance and implementation actions should be derived.

Vision
The vision for the I-35 Corridor is to create high quality developments and a positive, identifiable image
of Red Oak that will benefit residents, developers, visitors and the City. It is envisioned that new
developments will be planned in an orderly fashion to create a sense of place and increase the economic
vitality of the City. Streets will have unique lighting features, pedestrian activity, landscaping, less sign
clutter and signs that provide opportunity for businesses to better promote themselves while benefiting
Red Oak as a whole. New development sites will contain high architectural standards and streetscapes
will contain sidewalks, trails and bike lanes linking people to new business and services. Site furnishings
such as benches, tables and pedestrian lighting will complement pedestrian corridors and open space
amenities.
New developments within the corridor are envisioned to take advantage of several opportunities. First,
new developments will be of the highest and best use for the corridor. Appropriate retail, restaurant,
entertainment, office, and residential uses will be strategically located to serve the City of Red Oak and
ensure its long term economic viability. Next, new anchor retail sites will provide retail and commercial
opportunities to residents and attract visitors traveling along I-35. A new lifestyle center development
will create a destination point for Red Oak. This lifestyle center development will offer a pedestrian
oriented site with a wide variety of retail, restaurant, residential, office and entertainment options. All
new buildings and developments within the corridor will be built with quality design standards and
incorporate similar materials, appropriate forms and creative site planning principles.
As visitors and residents travel through the Red Oak I-35 corridor, they will be left with a positive and
memorable experience. New City of Red Oak gateway signage will greet north bound travelers along I35, giving new visitors a remarkable first impression of the City and residents a sense of pride. Increased
landscape enhancements and cleanup efforts will create a new look for the corridor as well. Street
trees, plantings along business fronts and at major intersections will provide year round visual interest.
The vision is to create new opportunities for redevelopment. Redevelopment incorporating sound
architectural construction, pleasing site design, increased landscape and identifiable elements will
ensure continuity in future corridor activity and the long term success of the Red Oak I-35 Corridor. Over
time, new developments will replace existing unsightly development and vacant land with higher
standards and better place-making techniques, creating a positive image, better uses and increased
visual quality.
City of Red Oak
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I-35 Corridor Strategy Master Plan
The planning team recommends that the corridor development and redevelopment be approached as
individual parts which work collectively towards the benefit of the greater corridor as a whole. This
approach allows the plan to specifically focus on the unique needs and opportunities associated with
individual areas. In response, we have created the I-35 Corridor Strategy Master Plan to guide decision
makers. The initial step of creating the master plan is to identify particular strategies which may be
utilized along the corridor. The general strategies to follow are specifically related to the varying
conditions which currently exist along the corridor.

Development and Redevelopment
As a basis for land use recommendations and redevelopment approaches, the planning team utilized a
technique of categorizing opportunities and constraints associated with different portions of the I-35
corridor. Identifying opportunities and constraints along the corridor led to the organization of several
potential strategies which may be utilized in appropriate areas. This is important because the corridor
varies dramatically in the design and building composition; therefore, different strategies are
appropriate for different areas of the corridor. Below are the five general strategies identified for the
Interstate 35-E corridor.
Large Tract Strategies
The large tract areas are representative of
locations with large parcel (over 100 acre)
configuration and are primarily areas with
vacant, undeveloped land. Due to the limited
number of large tracts available for
development along Interstate 35-E, these
areas are particularly important in terms of
development potential and should be
protected and reserved accordingly. These
areas best suited for master planned mixed- Example of large tract Strategies
use developments. Two specific areas were
identified as prime locations for large tract strategies—the extreme northern and southern sections of
the corridor. Both of these areas serve as gateways into the community—particularly the southern
portion of the corridor due to a general lack of development directly to the south of Red Oak. The
southern area also has a large portion of floodplain along Red Oak Creek creating opportunities for open
space and natural amenities as a component of any future development.
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Example of big box strategies

Quality existing developments

Small Parcel Development

Big Box Strategies
An important component of future retail development
includes “big box” strategies. This type of development
generally refers to retail anchor stores. These stores may be
located alone or as part of a greater shopping center and are
traditionally auto-oriented in nature, providing quick and
easy access. Due to the relatively large nature of these
anchor stores, tracts appropriate for big box developments
are generally a minimum of 800 feet in depth. Examples
would include Walmart, Target, Home Depot, Costco, and
other similar retailers. Areas identified as appropriate for big
box development were primarily located near Ovilla Road as
well as potential sites at Red Oak Road and Interstate 35-E.
Existing Development Strategies
In recent years, several new retail and commercial
developments have been built along the Interstate 35-E
corridor. These areas have incorporated a certain degree of
architectural design, landscaping and enhanced visual
quality. It is important that these areas be preserved and
built upon and that they are connected and integrated into
any new development to create a cohesive and identifiable
feel to the corridor. These areas were primarily located
along the central area of the corridor.
Highway Retail and Commercial Strategies
One of the issues identified by the CAC is the clustering of
small tracts of commercial parcels along the interstate.
These areas will require either individual site development or
the consolidation of several parcels in order to create a
larger contiguous parcel more appropriate for the corridor.
These areas would be best served as primarily highway retail
and commercial uses, and would directly front Interstate 35E access roads. Examples would include small shopping
centers, service centers and food establishments. Types of
uses perceived as appropriate for this area includes
businesses similar to what currently exist north of Red Oak
Road. Due to the presence of residential land uses in this
area, such establishments may also serve as a buffering
technique.
City of Red Oak
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Redevelopment Strategies
One of the major issues facing the corridor is the
redevelopment of existing small tract areas. These
areas were observed by the planning team to contain
limited quality development, limited aesthetic
character and areas of numerous code enforcement
issues. The areas are currently a mix of commercial
and residential uses. Future redevelopment will
likely involve a long term, multi-tool approach that
will need to involve a high standard of development Example of redevelopment strategy areas
options.

I-35 Corridor Strategy Master Plan Zones
The five previously identified strategies were
used to achieve the identified goals for the
Interstate 35-E corridor. These five strategies
were seen to be appropriate for various areas
along the corridor depending primarily upon
existing conditions. In order to utilize these
strategies in a practical way, the Interstate 35E Corridor Strategy Master Plan creates eight
specific zones. These zones were created in
order to help organize future decision making
by City staff as well as various stakeholders.
The eight zones were established based upon
the existing conditions—primarily the types of
development currently present and the size of
various parcels of land. These zones ensure
that location specific strategies are created and
that recommended development is feasible
and actionable.

I-35 Corridor Strategy Master Plan Map
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Zone 1
•

Offers large vacant tracts of land

•

Significant location and visibility

•

Recommended Planned Developments

•

Larger anchor uses

•

Mixed Uses

•

Access options are key

Recommended Intent
Due to its location and physical characteristics,
Zone 1 is envisioned to be one of the primary
focal points for development along the corridor.
Current physical characteristics include large
quantities of vacant land and large tract sizes.
These are significant features in terms of
development potential due to the ability for
developers to purchase large quantities of land
from minimal land owners and due to the
vacancy of land which reduces or even
eliminates demolition costs. The location of
Tract 1 is significant with its proximity to the
interchange of Loop 9 and Interstate 35-E which
enhances the visibility of the site. Visibility is an
essential component for retail and commercial
uses in order to capitalize upon passing traffic.
It will therefore be important that the City
continue its efforts in working with TxDOT/NTTA
to ensure that accessibility from Interstate 35-E
and Loop 9 be included.
It is envisioned that development in Zone 1 be a
master planned development where tracts of
land are carefully planned and situated in a way
which optimizes development potential,
considers adjoining roadways, creates a
cohesive and organized feel, and provides a
gateway development on the northern end of
Red Oak. Potential uses may include retail,
office and big box uses with adjoining pad sites.
City of Red Oak
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Along Loop 9, high density office space may be appropriate. Careful consideration should be given to
building frontage, as development should be visible from Interstate 35-E, Ovilla Road and Loop 9.
Additionally, access to Uhl Road should be considered due to planned access to Loop 9 at this location.
Residential opportunities may also be appropriate within the master planned area and are specifically
encouraged along the western edges of Zone 1. Medium density residential, such as townhomes and
low density apartments, may be utilized in order to buffer existing single-family residential uses from
more intense retail and commercial activity.
Roadways/Parking
Landscaping along Ovilla Road and the Interstate 35-E and Loop 9 frontage roads should be required.
Pedestrian sidewalks should be included connecting zone 1 to surrounding neighborhoods, particularly
along Ovilla Road. A collector roadway should be constructed to Uhl Road. Due to the auto-orientation
of the site, parking lots should require landscaped island and tree covered walkways which safely guide
patrons from parking lots to establishments.
Land Use Types
Retail, entertainment, commercial and service
establishments such as theaters, clothing stores,
restaurants, banks, grocery stores, and small
office uses should be encouraged. Additionally,
hotels and big box stores with associated pad
sites should be encouraged. Medium density
residential, such as townhomes, row houses or
apartments, may be considered along the
western sections of Zone 1 to function as a
buffer between existing single family residential
neighborhoods and more intense land uses.
Public Space
Linear parks, pocket parks, plazas, and public benches should be included where appropriate.
Neighborhood parks may be appropriate along the western edges both as a residential amenity and as a
buffer.
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Zone 1 Conceptual Master Plan
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Zone 1 Character Sketches

View of Retail Center

View of Residential Character
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Zone 2
•

Offers large vacant tracts of land

•

Significant location and visibility

•

Recommended Planned Developments

•

Large anchor uses

•

Mixed Uses

•

Access options is key

•

Gateway to Red Oak from South

•

Entertainment uses and open space
amenities

Recommended Intent
Zone Two is identified as the second major area
for potential development along the Interstate
35-E corridor. Past planning efforts by the City
have identified this area as a potential location
for a lifestyle center development. Additionally,
the location of Zone 2 at the extreme southern
portion of the City enables future development
at this location to potentially serve as a gateway
into the community, defining the overall
identity of the corridor to those traveling along
the Interstate.
Large tracts of existing vacant land at this location mitigate complexities associated with the acquisition
of land by developers; therefore, development at this location is recommended to be a master planned
development with a specific site plan. A lifestyle center is recommended to be constructed in Zone 2,
with special attention to designing for the public realm. For example, design should include pedestrian
orientation, pedestrian amenities, urban design, streetscape enhancements, unified architectural
character, and special consideration for the
organization and location of buildings in order to
enhance and create visual points of interest. A
central public space should be a component of Zone
2 to create a destination along the corridor and serve
as a location where community functions such as
festivals and concerts. Due to the potential location
of the lifestyle center in Zone 2, mixed-use
development—development which encourages a
variety of compatible uses within the same location—
City of Red Oak
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is recommended in either a horizontal or a vertical integration. For example, office uses may be located
above ground level retail for a vertical integration. Residential uses may also be located adjacent to or
within walking distance of retail or office uses for a horizontal integration. Mixed-uses generally
promote walkability and help to promote the viability of retail centers by increasing surrounding
residential densities. Developments which should also be included within Zone 2 include a bowling
alley, movie theater, hotel and big box stores and associated pad sites along the southern boundary.
Finally, Zone 2 is adjacent to Red Oak Creek which
creates opportunities for the inclusion of natural
open space into site plans. Patios for retail or
dining establishments may be located to face open
space in order to allow patrons the ability to enjoy
the natural beauty of Red Oak Creek. Pedestrian
and bicycle trails may also be included linking Zone
2 to other portions of the community via nonmotorized means.
Roadways/Parking
Expansion of future roadways should be carefully designed as to be compatible with a lifestyle center
site. Context sensitive deign should be used along future roadways to ensure compatibility with
adjacent land uses. Arterials should incorporate greenways that include pedestrian sidewalks and
bicycle trails and should connect Zone 2 with existing and future neighborhoods.
Types of Uses
Office, retail and residential uses should be
incorporated within this site to create a mixed-use
development. Medium density residential, such as
live above lofts, apartments, townhomes, or
garden homes, should be encouraged to increase
adjacent population.
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Zone 2 Conceptual Master Plan
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Zone 2 Conceptual Lifestyle Center Site Plan
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Zone 2 Character Sketches

View of lifestyle center
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Zone 3
•

Offers large tracts of land

•

Significant locations and visibility

•

Big box uses and associated pad sites

Recommended Intent
Zone 3 includes several potential development areas
along the corridor. Zone 3 areas were identified as
medium sized and somewhat undeveloped and suitable
for big box development with pad sites. Examples of big
box development would include a Target, Walmart,
Home Depot or other similar types of developments.
Typically, these types of retail centers include a major
anchor store with smaller adjoining pad sites and are
predominantly auto-oriented.
Zone 3 areas are
organized near Interstate 35-E overpasses allowing for
accessibility and general accommodation of associated
traffic. Because of the high visibility of these sites, site
design and architecture character are very important.
Big box stores require a density of surrounding
households; therefore, new residential developments,
single family (outside the corridor) and higher density
(within the corridor) are recommended.

Zone 4
•

Existing quality developments

•

Maintain high standard

•

Retail, small office and commercial

Recommended Intent
Zone 4 identified areas where newer development has
taken place. Newer development in these locations has
adhered to higher development standards and has
incorporated certain architectural elements as well as
landscaping and buffering. Strategies in this area should
focus on preserving and building upon existing
development. For example, any infill areas should be
built to the same standards of existing development, if
not higher, and should be compatible to the types of
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development currently existing in order to create a
sense of consistency.
Retail, small office and
commercial services are appropriate for this area. In
particular, highway retail and commercial services are
appropriate due to the visibility and access to Interstate
35-E.

Zone 5
•

Significant tree cover and drainage way

•

Open space as amenity

•

Medium density residential

•

Retail and small office

Recommended Intent
Zone 5 is a large, primarily undeveloped tract. The zone
has a significant area of floodplain and tree coverage
which should be considered an amenity in future site
plans. Floodplain area would be a prime location for
the incorporation of pedestrian trails which may
ultimately connect development at this location to
other points in the City. The floodplain area could also
serve as a buffer for the large lot, single family tracts
just west of Zone 5, allowing for commercial, retail and
medium density residential uses. The zone should
include retail and small office uses along Ovilla road. In
addition, medium-density residential, such as
townhomes and low-density apartments, may be
utilized in remaining portions of the zone.

Zone 6
•

Small lot

•

Long term approach

•

Redevelopment

•

Encourage high development standards

•

Retail, restaurant and small office

Recommended Intent
Areas in Zone 6 currently contain numerous small lots
comprised of single family and commercial services.
City of Red Oak
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Many buildings are substandard and have unsightly outdoor uses, storage and lack proper landscaping,
driveways fencing and architectural features. These areas are recommended to be redeveloped with the
highest and best use for the corridor. Such uses would include retail, restaurants and small office.
Redevelopment of these areas will most likely include a long term approach.

Zone 7
•

Small lot

•

Long term approach

•

Redevelopment

•

Encourage high development standards

•

Retail, restaurant and small office

Recommended Intent
Identical to Zone 6, Zone 7 currently contains
numerous small lots comprised of older single-family
and commercial services.
Due to limited
maintenance, the areas are unsightly and present a
poor image of Red Oak along I-35. These areas are
recommended to be redeveloped with the highest
and best use for the corridor. Code compliance will
be a key in these areas. Redevelopment and new
businesses in the area should include small
commercial and office uses. New potential uses
could include professional insurance and realtor
offices or an assisted living complex. Overall,
redevelopment of these areas will most likely require
an incremental approach over the long term. Zone 6
and Zone 7 are identical in regards to issues but have
intentionally been separated into different zones. It
is recommended that the majority of the City’s
redevelopment and code compliance resources and
efforts be concentrated in Zone 7 as opposed to
Zone 6. If high quality redevelopment occurs in
Zone 7, it will screen or buffer the affects and
appearance of issues identified in Zone 6 areas.
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Zone 8
•

Greenbelt and floodplain

•

Amenity

• Trail and pedestrian links
Recommended Intent
The large area of floodplain within the corridor
study area has been identified as Zone 8. This area
of floodplain and tree vegetation is envisioned to
serve as an amenity to the surrounding areas.
Development which borders Zone 8 should take
advantage of its view and natural scenery.
Restaurants and shopping centers could have
outdoor patios overlooking the area. In addition,
office or residential uses could have significant views
from their buildings. Zone 8 should consider a trail
system which links surrounding developments and
neighborhoods. The floodplain area could also
function as an ideal pedestrian crossing point under
I-35, linking residents on both sides of the Interstate.
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Corridor Gateway Elements
The City of Red Oak has invested time and money in
establishing a unique brand and logo. It is the
planning team’s observation that the City’s existing
logo and branding efforts are high quality, very
recognizable and contain appropriate materials,
textures and colors. It is recommended that future
corridor gateway elements, City facilities and utility
structures incorporate and build upon the existing City
brand and logo.

Existing City of Red Oak logo along bridge and water
tower

Corridor Gateway Signage
Because of the visibility of the corridor, site selection,
topography and the existing southern developments, a
gateway monument sign is recommended at the City’s
southern limits. This sign should be a significant
monument and able to be seen from the I-35 roadway.
The sign is recommended to be located on the
southeast side of the US 77 bridge crossing, visible to
the north bound traffic. The gateway signage should
be designed to take advantage of the topography Example of existing Red Oak sign with logo,
associated with the existing overpass. The sign should architectural forms and materials
be oriented towards the north bound traffic. In
addition, future gateway signage should incorporate
the exiting Red Oak logo, colors and materials found
throughout the City’s existing monument signage (see
corridor gateway sketch on next page).

Example of existing Red Oak sign with logo,
architecture forms and materials
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Proposed: Character sketch of recommended gateway signage

Existing: Photo of existing areas for recommended gateway signage location
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Existing Overpasses
It is recommended that existing overpasses within the
I-35 Corridor maintain a high level of visual quality. The
overpasses and bridges found at Ovilla Road, Red Oak
Road and US 77 will serve as gateway features. They
provide an identifiable image of Red Oak for visitors by
creating
a
distinguishable
design
element.
Consideration and care should be given to maintain a
high visual quality landscape associated with seasonal
maintenance, planting and mowing. In addition, the
visual quality of the bridges should be maintained with Example of existing City logo, textures and colors on
overpass
proper maintenance and painting as needed. In all
cases, similar colors, textures, plants and materials
should be used for all overpass areas.

Future Overpass and Loop 9
No gateway signage is proposed for the north end of
the corridor due to existing land uses, limited views and
proposed Loop 9 corridor. However, any new
overpasses and bridges associated with Loop 9 that are
within the City limits of Red Oak should incorporate the
existing Red Oak overpass standards. These existing Examples of existing overpass design with concrete
pattern and graphic
standards include design elements such as utilizing the
Red Oak logo, landscape enhancements as established
at the existing overpasses and all associated concrete
patterns, colors and textures. If Loop 9 is constructed
at the northern City limits, it will serve as the City’s
northern identifiable gateway element and design
considerations should be required to maintain
continuity in overpass design consistent with the other
Red Oak overpasses. Should the proposed Loop 9
corridor be realigned, gateway signage should be
Example of existing landscape and stone wall along
considered.
overpasses
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Any additional east-west spanning
bridge which crosses Interstate 35
should incorporate similar colors,
landscape
features,
plantings,
concrete patterns and City of Red
Oak Logo and graphics as those found
at existing Red Oak I-35 Corridor
overpasses and bridges. In addition,
any bridge structures, overpasses and
or areas associated with Loop 9
found within the City Limits or ETJ of
Red Oak should incorporate similar
colors, landscape features and
plantings, concrete patterns and City
of Red Oak Logo and graphics as
those found at existing Red Oak I-35
Corridor overpasses and bridges.
Potential overpasses identified for
future construction include bridges
associated with Loop 9, a new bridge
on the Red Oak Road.

Location of proposed gateway elements

City of Red Oak
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Loop 9
At the time of this report, a potential future project which has significant implications for Red Oak is
Loop 9. The City has taken proactive efforts in helping to ensure that Loop 9, if constructed, will be an
asset to the community rather than simply a regional corridor through the community. Under the
current configuration of Loop 9, this roadway will straddle the Dallas/Ellis County line and primarily
impact the northern portion of the City. Loop 9, if constructed, will significantly impact commercial
frontage on the Interstate 35-E corridor due to an expansive five-level direct connection interchange –
similar to the High-Five interchange at IH-635 and US 75 in Dallas.
Accessibility is often one of the major factors in
determining what types of land uses are appropriate
at certain locations. It is essential that this
relationship be understood when determining what
types of land uses are appropriate to be located along
the potential interchange. Further, it is essential that
the City continue working with TxDOT to ensure that
the ultimate configuration of Loop 9, if built, not only
benefits the City but provides the accessibility
necessary to enhance development opportunity along
Lack of Development due to poor Accessibility
the corridor. Finally, the full transportation system
will need to be analyzed in order to determine potential tract locations, building frontages and to
provide the best possible development visibility from Interstate 35-E and Loop 9. The City needs to be
prepared and plan for the possibility of Loop 9. To minimize the detrimental impacts that the
interchange could have to adjacent development, the design of Loop 9 should require cross road access
and frontage roads to access adjacent properties. Commercial opportunities should not be limited due
to lack of access.
The implications of accessibility are shown on the image above. With proper accessibility and
connectivity, the Interstate 35-E interchange may serve as a significant development site, enabling Red
Oak to attract and create development which both meets community needs and creates a significant tax
base which ultimately enhances City services. Without such consideration, prime development site
potential may be limited and thus the long-term value of the land underutilized. Further, it is critically
important that supplemental access be provided to the development area within the influence area of
the interchange. As sight visibility to the property will also be hindered (due to structural supports),
supplemental access should be considered from Uhl and Houston School Roads to benefit the area.
Additionally, consideration should be given to orienting development inward (away from the
interchange) so that cohesive development can be created with other portions of Red Oak.
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Design Guidelines
The design guidelines are targeted at creating a framework for consistent, attractive and desirable
developments along the I-35 corridor. These guidelines should apply to all new development and
redevelopment regardless of use or parcel size. These design guidelines establish character through
recommendations in vehicular circulation, pedestrian circulation, landscaping, streetscape and
architecture.

Vehicular Circulations
The following are standards and guidelines to ensure the I-35 Corridor has similar transportation
elements and enhancements, although with each new development and roadway it will be necessary to
conduct an engineering study for individual parcels. Based on site visit observations, focus group
meetings and review of the existing Red Oak zoning regulations, the following transportation elements
are recommended for all parcels within the Corridor Study Area:

New Major Roadways
It is recommended that all new roadways being
constructed in the I-35 Corridor include several
desirable elements.
First, all new major
roadways should be constructed with sidewalks
on each side of the roadway separated from the
street by a landscaped parkway. The parkway
may contain such elements as road signs, light
poles or landscaping. Also, it is recommended
Example of sidewalks, landscaping and parkway along major
roadway

that all future right of ways contain buried utility
lines in order to minimize visual clutter.
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Example of desirable Major Street section elements

The
illustration
above
depicts the typical desirable
elements recommended for
new major roadways within
the I-35 Corridor. While the
number of driving lanes
may vary per major road
type, the concept is to
provide
driving
lanes
divided by a median with
pedestrian corridors on
either side of the roadway Example of desirable Minor Street section elements
separated by a parkway or landscaped
zone. Minor street types, as well as
collector and local streets, should use
Context Sensitive Solutions in order to
meet roadway traffic needs while also
considering and incorporating roadways
into the surrounding development. This
is particularly important in retail and
residential areas or areas with higher
volumes of pedestrian traffic.
Example of desirable Collector or Local Street section elements
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Access Management and Connectivity
Access management refers to the practice of controlling access allowed onto a roadway by considering
specific design criteria for the location, spacing, design and operation of driveways, median openings
and intersections. The primary goal of access management is to balance the access intensity with the
desired mobility function of the roadway. Generally, as the mobility and capacity of a roadway are
increased, the access to a specific facility is decreased in order to maintain the roadway efficiency and
enhance traffic safety. Access management provides a significant benefit to the mobility and function of
the roadway, and more importantly, reduces the potential for accidents by minimizing speed
differentials between vehicles and turning movements. Research has shown that accident rates
increase consistently with an increase in the number of roadway access points, while accident rates
decrease with the construction of raised medians and controlled signalized cross access.
Primary site entrances for vehicles should be part of an arrival sequence and should provide a clear line
of site and avoid conflicts with pedestrian movements. Drive entrances should be spaced according to
City of Red Oak standards. Entrances should be enhanced with medians, lighting, plant material, paving
variations, colors and signs. When site locations and sizes are appropriate, it is recommended that
developers provide shared access into adjoining tracts of lands and align entrances with those on
opposite sides of roadways. Site plans and developments should provide connections and cross access
easements to adjacent properties, both as walkways and drives. This will create interconnections and
provide greater circulation patterns and minimize roadways and intersections.

Example of recommended access management and connectivity between individual developments
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Median Treatments
The use of medians is recommended to provide
opportunities for increased visual quality.
Medians should be used at entrances and
within major roadways. Signs, pavers, lighting
and plant materials may enhance their overall
appearance.
Intersection Enhancements
Example of median with signage and trees
In order to promote a pedestrian-oriented site
and improve the corridor’s image, it is
recommended that clearly marked crosswalks at
intersections and drop off areas be provided.
Additionally, major intersections in the I-35
corridor should be aesthetically enhanced to
create visual interest and to help promote the
area as a district. The paving in the middle of
intersections may be enhanced with changes in
colors, textures and patterns. Additionally, light
pole and traffic signal poles should be painted
either black or a color matching the Red Oak Example of intersection enhancements with crosswalk and
changes in color, textures and materials
Logo and should consider lighted street names.
General Parking Recommendations
•

Shared parking should be required for large mixed-use sites. It is recommended that when
multiple uses exist within a proposed development, a parking analysis be required at the site
plan submittal. Developers should be required to provide a time of day and use study for
parking spaces. Required parking should be determined based on peak demand studies using
approved standards and meet the approval of the Red Oak Planning and Zoning Commission.

•

For large master planned developments, required parking should be provided within 600 feet of
building.

•

Parking should be set back 10 feet to 15 feet from all major roadway surfaces including I-35
access roads, in order to provide areas for walks and landscaping.

•

All parking surfaces should be paved and should prohibit the use of gravel, dirt or turf parking
areas.

Parking structures should be considered to reduce land requirements. Parking structures should
emphasize community character as well as the character of the development site and break up its
overall volume appearance. Such structures should be designed to complement the surrounding
buildings’ architectural character. Parking structure facades should incorporate architectural elements
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such as columns, rustication and belt courses. Their facades should use variations in wall planes with
wall openings, canopies, articulation, wall breaks, balconies or awnings. In addition, the parking
structure facades could use changes in materials and colors to add visual interest. In all cases, it is
recommended that future parking structures not be able to use steel guard cables on their facades.

Pedestrian Connectivity
As new development occurs in the Corridor Study
Area, it is critical to promote and maintain
pedestrian connectivity.
Establishing a well
connected pedestrian circulation system is an
effective way to encourage people to travel short
distances on foot or bike. Sidewalks and crossings
are the most common approach to creating the
network. In all cases, separation of vehicular and
pedestrian traffic has shown to be the most effective
method for increasing pedestrian safety. It is
recommended that sidewalks be located along all
front yards or in between roadway surfaces and
developments. Within larger developments, site plans should be pedestrian oriented by providing safe
sidewalk travel within parking lots and along business fronts. All sidewalks should provide an
unencumbered pedestrian movement from site furnishing, utilities, signs, entry ways, vegetation and
buildings.
Example of sidewalk along new development

Trails and Bike Lanes
In addition to sidewalks, it is recommended
that the I-35 Corridor study area include trails
and bike lanes. These are often located along
secondary
roadways
and
connect
neighborhoods to key development or open
space. These modes of transportation may be
located along roadways, in floodplains and
greenbelts or within a development itself.
Trails and bike lanes should be connected to
one another and serve as a network of Example of trails along within floodplain
transportation options. The City has taken
steps towards the creation of a Parks and Trails Master Plan. This Master Plan should be used
conjunctively with any new development along the corridor to ensure that recommended trails and
pedestrian pathways are included. The City may choose to require incorporation of the adopted Parks
and Trails Master Plan as a condition precedent to development plat approval.
City of Red Oak
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Safe Movement
All roadway intersections should provide a safe
pedestrian crossing.
Where possible, crossings
should be clearly defined with changes in material,
colors and textures.
Crossings may also be
considered for anywhere a potential conflict could
occur between vehicles and pedestrians. These
additional areas would include driveways, major
pedestrian corridors in large parking lots and major
intersections in larger developments.
These
applications will provide pathway delineation as well
as increase visual interest. In addition, way-finding Example of pedestrian crossings in larger development
signage may be provided to direct pedestrian
circulation.

Example of pedestrian crossing at retail driveway
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Landscape
Landscaping is critical in creating desirable
developments for the City of Red Oak. Based on
site visit observations, focus group meetings
and review of the existing Red Oak Landscape
Development Regulations, it is recommended
that the landscape requirements be increased
within the Corridor Study Area. The increased
landscape standards will provide a desirable
visual quality throughout the corridor. These
increased landscape standards should become a
part on the site plan review process for all
corridor area developments.
Existing
requirements within the current Red Oak Landscape Development Regulations should still apply but
where conflicts occur, the recommended standards should take precedence. These new standards
should not be thought of as minimum requirements, such as screening, but as design elements used to
enhance the City’s image and quality of life.
Example of landscape enhancements

Landscaping should be utilized at key intersections and site
entrances throughout the corridor. Plantings will help to
define major portions of the site and will create a gateway for
the development. The plant materials for these areas should
include not only large trees and shrubs, but also seasonal
color, small trees and specimen plants. Trees near buildings
and pedestrian walkways should be pruned up to nine feet in
height to ensure safe clearance. Landscape beds and planters
should be provided at building entrances and outdoor seating
areas. Planter styles and planting designs should emphasis the
site’s architectural characteristics. The planting design for
developments should include a variety of plant material in
Example of landscape enhancements near
building

addition to the required trees. The use of seasonal plants is
encouraged to add color and variety to the landscape.

With each site, developers and designers are encouraged to utilize their creativity to meet or exceed
these landscape guidelines. The following are standards and guidelines to ensure that the Interstate 35E corridor has similar elements and characteristics:
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Large Development Open Space and Public Spaces
For large tract development or large master
planned areas, a minimum ten percent open
space requirement should apply. Open space
should generally not include required setbacks,
parking islands or buffer yards. Open space
may include areas of passive and active
recreation such as trails, sitting areas, pavilions,
lawns and plazas for gathering places, art or
water features.
Open space for large
commercial, retail or mixed-use developments
Example of public open space
may also include public accessible spaces such
as roof top gardens, plazas or courtyards.
Permanently Landscaped Areas
It is recommended that all developments within
the corridor have at least twenty five percent of
the entire site, tract or parcel in permanently
landscaped areas. These areas may include the
required open space, setbacks, yards, buffer
yards, medians and landscape islands. These
areas should establish minimums for the
required large tree, small tree and shrubs per
square feet. In addition, remaining permanently
landscape areas should be covered with turf,
Example of permanently landscaped area
groundcover, small shrubs or mulch.
Parking Lot Landscape Standards
At least seventy five percent of the frontage of
parking lots adjacent to the public right of way,
within the street yard, should be screened with
vegetation attaining a minimum height of three
feet or a low masonry wall of equal height. Use
of wall for parking lot screening should be
accompanied with landscape planting in the
form of low shrubs and ground cover to soften
the appearance of the wall.
Example of parking lot landscaped enhancements
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Parking lots greater than 50
parking spaces should be broken
up with a landscape median
between every other parking
bay. A landscape island should
be provided at least every twelve
stalls and include a minimum of
one large tree. Parking lots
greater than fifty parking stalls
should provide a landscape
median on each side of major
internal
parking
drives.
Example of parking lot landscape recommendations
Landscape islands should be
located at the terminus of each parking bay and include a minimum one large tree. Parking aisles should
be arranged perpendicular to building entrances when possible. The ground surface for all parking lot
landscape medians and landscape islands shall be covered with mulch, turf, small shrubs or
groundcovers.
Screening
All service areas, refuse facilities and
dumpster sites should be screened from
public view. Masonry walls, fences and
screening should be architecturally
consistent with similar form, color and
materials.

Example of dumpster screening
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Streetscape
Streetscape elements play a vital role in enhancing a
corridor. Streetscapes include such elements as banner
poles, street furnishings, pavers, pedestrian lighting, art and
gateway features. These elements can serve as district
features, provide entry features, increase visual quality and
enhance developments. Many of these elements not only
provide continuity in site design but also provide a safer
environment.
Site Furnishings
It is recommended that use of site furnishings be required
by the City for all new developments and new
transportation corridors. Site furnishings should emphasize Example of site furnishings along sidewalks
the architectural character of each individual development
or street scene. Continuity in styles, forms, materials and
color between types of site furnishing will help to define an
individual site or large development. Outdoor elements
should be low maintenance and resistant to vandalism.
Providing site furnishings along the Corridor is a great
opportunity to both visually enhance the streetscape and
provide pedestrians with an area to stop and rest. Benches
and trash receptacles are two of the most common types
of site furnishings. However, other site furnishings may
include bike racks, bollards, tree grates, planters, tables
and water fountains. Pedestrian seating should be
provided within any significant commercial development
and along major internal site circulation paths to create
opportunities for public gathering. Other places that are
appropriate for site furnishings would include passive and
active outdoor spaces such as parks or plazas.

Example of site furnishing in public space

Example of site furnishings within retail
development
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Site Lighting
Site lighting is recommended for all streets, sidewalks, parking
lots and public outdoor spaces. Lighting should follow a system
of hierarchy and include a family of street lights, parking lot
lighting and pedestrian lights. Street lighting should mirror the
opposite side of the roadway when possible.
It is
recommended that lighting locations be consistent and at a
brightness level to provide safety and security while adhering
to established dark sky principles. Street light poles should be
rated for banners.
Many of the newer developments in the City of Red Oak have
adopted a distinguishable lighting architecture.
It is
recommended that the I-35 corridor use similar historic style
lighting poles with antique features and black paint finishes.

Example of established architectural lighting
designs within Red Oak
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Signage
Signage establishes identity to buildings,
businesses and developments. As one of the
most visible elements in a streetscape or
corridor, signs have a significant influence on
the visual environment and upon a visitor’s
perception of the community.
Effective
signage contributes to a positive community
image, thereby preserving property values
and promoting the economic health of a
community.
As new development and
redevelopment occurs in the I-35 corridor,
special consideration should be given to the
type of signage allowed or encouraged within
the community. Signage applications should
adhere to the existing Red Oak sign ordinance
and standards. Within the study area, three
signage examples are recommended; I-35
corridor signage, community corridor signage
Example of recommended I-35 Corridor Signage to help reduce
clutter

and special feature signage.
I-35 Corridor Signage
I-35 corridor signage is recommended for the
parcels or developments directly adjacent to I35. Signs in this area are envisioned to have a
uniform sign height relative to the elevation of
the adjacent roadway. Generally, monument
signs should be encouraged, but not required
within the I-35 Corridor. The corridor may
have signage with heights as recommended
within the existing ordinance. On larger tracts
and development, multiple tenants are
appropriate.

Example of recommended I-35 Corridor Signage to help reduce
clutter
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Community Corridor Signage
Community corridor signage is recommended for
use along major I-35 corridor arterial streets
such as Red Oak Road or Ovilla Road. Signs in
these areas are envisioned to be consistent with
monument or ground signs. These signs offer a
softer feel to roadway edges and allow for other
visual elements of the site to be showcased.
Special Feature Signage
In addition to other signs examples in the
previous sections, the use of special feature Example of Community Corridor Signage monument sign
signage is recommended throughout the
corridor. Such special feature signage should
include banner signs on light poles, directory and
way-finding signs. Way-finding signs are aimed at
providing guidance to specific locations or
features of an area. Way-finding signs may be
used to direct vehicular traffic to a final
destination within a district or large tract
development. They may also be used to direct
pedestrians or bicyclists along a trail corridor.
These types of way-finding signs may be pole
mounted, part of a monument sign, attached to Example of Community Corridor Signage monument sign
traffic signal poles or attached to light poles.

Examples of Special Feature Signage
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General Sign Recommendations
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•

Signage design, color and materials should be consistent and compliment the architectural
character of the accompanying structure, development or business.

•

Signs should have limited text and sizes.

•

Billboard signs should be restricted.

•

Temporary signage should be regulated including marquee signs, sale signs, flags and inflatable
signs.

•

The number of attached sign and monument signs should be limited per business.

•

The use of multi-tenant signs should be encouraged for commercial strip centers or large
developments.

•

The number and location of freestanding monument signs should be limited in business parks
and retail centers to directly correspond with linear street frontage or the number of entry
drives.

•

Consider removing signage on properties that have been vacant in excess of a designated time
period.

•

For properties with excessive signage, encourage the voluntary reconfiguration of signs and or
the removal of excessive signage. Encourage the use of monument type signage.
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Architectural Character
The following recommended architectural design elements should be incorporated into all new
developments and redevelopments regardless of use or building size. These recommendations should
be used in conjunction with existing Red Oak ordinances.
Front Setbacks
In order to provide areas for landscaping, signage and pedestrian movement, it is recommended that all
buildings along I-35 and major roadways have a front yard setback of at least twenty five feet.
Building Facades
It is recommended that all multi-story buildings
be designed with a distinguishable base (first
floor), middle (upper façade) and top (roof
element).
This will create an interesting
architecture style and help to create a unified
character throughout the study area. Multi store
buildings should be designed with the first floor
at a pedestrian scale.
Standards should be developed for building
facades to incorporate certain design elements
in order to promote a community character and pedestrian scale. These design elements should include
architecture features such as cornice, piers, columns, rustication and belt courses. In addition, variations
in wall planes such as the use of canopies, lighting fixtures, balconies and awnings are also
recommended.
Material Standards
Masonry Requirements: All exterior building
treatments within the study area are
recommended to be one hundred percent
masonry finishing.
This will exclude
windows, doors and associated trim.
Exterior Insulation Finishing System (EIFS)
should not make up more that fifteen
percent of the exterior facade treatments.

Example of masonry requirements
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Accents and Changes in materials:
It is
recommended that no single masonry material
make up the entire façade treatment. Standards
should be developed that require a change in
materials and the use of accent materials in order to
maintain a high architectural quality.
Side and Rear Facades: Side and rear facades
should be finished in a similar color, texture and
materials as the main front façade of the building.
Example of accents and material changes

Building Entries
Building entrances should be easily identifiable and relate to both human scale and the scale of the
buildings they serve. In order to create a pedestrian oriented environment in which buildings are
oriented toward publicly accessible streets and sidewalks, a principal building should have its main
entrance from a public sidewalk or plaza. Each non residential use with exterior, street oriented
exposure shall have an individual public entry. Entries should be accented by architectural elements
such as columns, overhangs, changes in roof design, awnings or balconies.
Building Articulation
Horizontal building articulation requirements should
be developed based on building facades greater than
forty feet in length. Articulation requirements should
be based on a minimum required number of facade
breaks at a minimum horizontal depth per breaks. For
example, the City could require a recess or offset of 3
feet for every 40 feet of wall length.
Vertical building articulation requirements should be
developed based on building facades greater than
forty feet in length. Articulation requirements should
be based on a minimum width per facades width and
a minimum height per percent of the facades total
height.

Articulation examples
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Roofs
Roofs should be designed as individual design
elements and be utilized to block equipment and
satellite dishes. Rooftops shall be viewed as a part of
the site plan and should help to create an interesting
skyline

Large Tract Developments
Site design standards should be developed for large
tract or large master planned developments,
including a lifestyle center or mixed-use sites. The
site design standards should include the following
elements:
Building Orientation: Building orientation should
consider uses both within structures and outside.
Building masses help to define parking, open space,
pedestrian circulation and activities. Buildings can
also be utilized as focal points along a major axis.
Clustering buildings often help to define outdoor
spaces such as plazas and courtyards. The strategic
arrangement of buildings can also minimize
circulation conflicts.
Buildings in mixed-used
developments are often located directly at street
level with parking behind or at the side of a building.
View Corridor: The arrangement of streets, open
space and buildings can create view corridors. View
corridors will help to increase the area’s visual quality
and provide visitors a snap shot of major entrances,
district boundaries and establish a strong sense of
design. A major axis is often used along traffic routes
with signature architecture elements or buildings
located at the terminus.

Examples of rooftop design, building orientation and view
corridors
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Block lengths: Block lengths in mixed-use style or
master planned developments should generally be
characterized by smaller, walkable blocks. These
small block lengths and connected street patterns
will provide traffic efficiency and opportunities for
pedestrian connectivity.

Example of short walkable blocks

General Architectural Recommendations
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•

All building materials and appearances should be approved during a conceptual or site plan
submittal.

•

Wire mesh or chain link fences should be approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission and
Council action through Planned Development Zoning.

•

Exterior finishing or treatments should not include Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) unless the
CMU is colored, split face or oversized.

•

The use of highly reflective materials and surfaces should be avoided.

•

The use of mirrored glass glazing should be avoided.

•

In order to promote a pedestrian-oriented development, exterior security fences located along
public streets, along private streets or walkways that are publicly accessible through a public
easement, or along publicly accessible open space shall not extend beyond building facades.

•

The use of florescent colors and materials should be avoided.

•

Painted brick or stone surfaces should be allowed through Planned Development Zoning.

•

Metal buildings should not be allowed

•

No metal buildings within public view.

•

Outdoor storage that is not approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission should be well
screened by walls or landscaping. Outdoor storage should be associated with seasonal retail.
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I-35 Corridor Strategy Master Plan Map
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Permitted Uses
Information below is based on Article 6, Table 6.1 Permitted Uses of the Red Oak Zoning Ordinance. In
order to promote a positive, identifiable image of Red Oak, the following table recommends allowed
and restricted uses per Zone:
Recommended allowable and restricted land use categories per zone.

Land Use
Category

Zone 1

Automobile/Vehicle Restrict all (except
Service Uses
Convenience Store
with Gas Pumps)
Commercial and
Restrict all
Warehouse Uses
General Retail Uses Allow all (except
Pawn Shops and
Sexually Oriented
Businesses)
Educational,
Allow all
Institutional and
Special Uses
General Service and Allow all (except Car
Office Type Uses
Washes and
Veterinarian
Hospital with
Outdoor Animal
Runs and Pens)
Government Uses
Allow all
Hotel, Group
Allow all
Quarter and Other
Lodging Places
Residential Uses
Allow all
Other Uses
Allow all (except
Airport, Butane
Storage and Sales,
Motor Freight
Terminal, Riding
Academy or Other
Equestrian Activ.,
Rodeo Arena,
Sewage or Water
Treatment Plan,
Stable-Commercial
or Private, StablePublic, TheaterDrive In.)
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Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Restrict all (except
Convenience Store
with Gas Pumps)
Restrict all

Restrict all (except
Convenience Store
with Gas Pumps)
Restrict all

Restrict all (except
Convenience Store
with Gas Pumps)
Restrict all

Allow all (except
Pawn Shops and
Sexually Oriented
Businesses)
Allow all

Allow all (except
Pawn Shops and
Sexually Oriented
Businesses)
Allow all

Allow all (except
Pawn Shops and
Sexually Oriented
Businesses)
Allow all

Allow all (except Car
Washes and
Veterinarian Hospital
with Outdoor Animal
Runs and Pens)

Allow all (except Car
Washes and
Veterinarian Hospital
with Outdoor Animal
Runs and Pens)

Allow all
Allow all

Allow all
Allow all

Allow all (except Car
Washes and
Veterinarian
Hospital with
Outdoor Animal
Runs and Pens)
Allow all
Allow all

Allow all
Allow all (except
Airport, Butane
Storage and Sales,
Motor Freight
Terminal, Riding
Academy or Other
Equestrian Activ.,
Rodeo Arena,
Sewage or Water
Treatment Plan,
Stable-Commercial or
Private, StablePublic, Theater-Drive
In.)

Restrict all
Allow all (except
Airport, Butane
Storage and Sales,
Motor Freight
Terminal, Riding
Academy or Other
Equestrian Activ.,
Rodeo Arena,
Sewage or Water
Treatment Plan,
Stable-Commercial or
Private, StablePublic, Theater-Drive
In.)

Restrict all
Allow all (except
Airport, Butane
Storage and Sales,
Motor Freight
Terminal, Riding
Academy or Other
Equestrian Activ.,
Rodeo Arena,
Sewage or Water
Treatment Plan,
Stable-Commercial
or Private, StablePublic, TheaterDrive In.)
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I-35 Corridor Strategy Master Plan Map
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Recommended allowable and restricted land use categories per zone. (continued)

Land Use
Category

Zone 5

Automobile/Vehicle Restrict all (except
Service Uses
Convenience Store
with Gas Pumps)
Commercial and
Restrict all
Warehouse Uses

General Retail Uses

Educational,
Institutional and
Special Uses
General Service and
Office Type Uses

Government Uses
Hotel, Group
Quarter and Other
Lodging Places
Residential Uses
Other Uses
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Zone 6

Zone 7

Zone 8

Restrict all (except
Convenience Store
with Gas Pumps)
Consider limited
commercial uses due
to screening
potentials of Zone 7.
Allow all (except
Pawn Shops and
Sexually Oriented
Businesses)
Allow all

Restrict all (except
Convenience Store
with Gas Pumps)
Restrict all

Restrict all

Allow all (except
Pawn Shops and
Sexually Oriented
Businesses)
Allow all

Restrict all

Allow all (except Car
Washes and
Veterinarian
Hospital with
Outdoor Animal
Runs and Pens)
Allow all
Allow all

Allow all (except Car
Washes and
Veterinarian Hospital
with Outdoor Animal
Runs and Pens)

Allow all (except Car
Washes and
Veterinarian Hospital
with Outdoor Animal
Runs and Pens)

Restrict all

Allow all
Allow all

Allow all
Allow all

Restrict all
Restrict all

Allow all
Allow all (except
Airport, Butane
Storage and Sales,
Motor Freight
Terminal, Riding
Academy or Other
Equestrian Activ.,
Rodeo Arena,
Sewage or Water
Treatment Plan,
Stable-Commercial
or Private, StablePublic, TheaterDrive In.)

Restrict all
Allow all (except
Airport, Butane
Storage and Sales,
Motor Freight
Terminal, Riding
Academy or Other
Equestrian Activ.,
Rodeo Arena,
Sewage or Water
Treatment Plan,
Stable-Commercial or
Private, StablePublic, Theater-Drive
In.)

Restrict all
Restrict all
Allow all (except
Restrict all
Airport, Butane
Storage and Sales,
Motor Freight
Terminal, Riding
Academy or Other
Equestrian Activ.,
Rodeo Arena,
Sewage or Water
Treatment Plan,
Stable-Commercial or
Private, StablePublic, Theater-Drive
In.)

Allow all (except
Pawn Shops and
Sexually Oriented
Businesses)
Allow all

Restrict all

Restrict all
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IMPLEMENTATION
Overlay District
To develop the remaining areas of the Interstate 35 Corridor and to redevelop other portions in a high
quality, sustainable fashion, this plan recommends additional restrictions and requirements be put in
place. In order to achieve this, we recommend that the City adopt an, “I-35 Corridor Overlay Zone.” An
“overlay” zoning district is an additional device in the zoning regulatory model with two key
components. The first is an identifiable boundary that may share common boundaries with any
underlying base districts or it may cut across district boundaries. Secondly, the overlay district will
provide regulations, procedures or incentives to protect or enhance resources within the area.
The recommended overlay district would include approximately 1,856 acres (2.9 square miles) and
would be 3.65 miles in length along I-35. Once in place, the Planning and Zoning Commission and City
Council may authorize the inclusion of additional properties into the Overlay District by review and
approval of a zoning application submittal by the property owner.
Examples of overlay districts uses may include the protection of historical or culturally significant areas
by discouraging incompatible land uses or structures. Another application of an overlay may be to
protect certain environmental features such as floodplains, habitats, or slope areas by altering standard
development regulations. Incentives may be used along corridors or areas of economic significance to
encourage development types, transit options, housing densities, housing choices or certain design
forms.
In this case, we are recommending the use of an overlay zoning district to enhance the future
development of the I-35 Corridor. The City already has experience with an overlay district in the zoning
ordinance with the Historic Overlay District. The recommended Interstate 35-E overlay would provide
additional transportation, site design, architecture, parking and landscaping guidelines to be
implemented without losing what many consider to be the base uses and property rights of the current
zoning. In addition, the overlay district may use restrictions to help guide the corridor vision. Certain
land uses that may have had a negative impact, now may be conducted entirely within a building and
site that meets the additional overlay design guidelines.
Implementation of an overlay zoning district is the same as for any other base district within the existing
zoning regulations. It will require an amendment to the zoning text regulations and the zoning district
map. The ordinance should specifically address new design standards, land uses and aesthetic
enhancements to make sure the commercial corridor functions optimally now and in the future.
While some parcels probably need to consider rezoning to reflect the appropriate land uses, the overlay
zone will help attract higher quality development than what the current ordinance requires.
City of Red Oak
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Although we are recommending an overlay district for the corridor, we understand that the City has
expressed interest and that some developers may feel it appropriate to develop under a Planned
Development. While the overlay district should ensure each development is regulated at a higher
standard, more flexibility may be associated with Planned Developments and allows the City to work
more closely with developers of larger tracts.
Overlay District Recommendations
•

The I-35 Corridor Overlay District should follow all ownership lines or parcel boundaries as
depicted on the City of Red Oak, Texas Official Zoning Map.

•

The Overlay Zone should include all the properties which are located in the Overlay District’s
boundary map.

•

The I-35 Corridor Overlay District is a zoning overlay which supplements the primary underlying
zoning district classification. The I-35 Corridor Overlay District would be subject to the
regulations of the underlying zoning district, City of Red Oak Zoning Ordinance, City of Red Oak
Subdivision Regulations and the additional regulations set forth herein.

•

In the event of a conflict, the regulations contained in the overlay district should control over
the regulations of the underlying zoning district.

•

The regulations of this Overlay District should apply to all publicly owned and privately owned
parcels located within the boundary map.

•

The regulations of this Overlay District should be applicable:
o For all new construction or development requiring a building permit; or,
o For the remodeling, expansion, addition or alteration of an existing building, business,
residence, or structure within the Overlay District that proposes construction value
exceeding fifty percent of the current appraised value of the existing structure, as
determined on the certified tax roll; or,
o For an existing building, business, residence, or structure within the Overlay District that
proposes an addition that will increase the gross floor area of the existing structure by
twenty percent or greater.

Rezoning
In conjunction with the recommended overlay zone, it is recommended that portions of the study area
be rezoned. This rezoning will need to ensure that the new base zoning districts are more appropriate
for the intent and provide highest and best use for the study area. One such specific recommendation
would be to rezone all industrial districts in the study area to a commercial zoning district.
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Other Implementation Strategies and Action Items
In addition to an overlay zoning district, a multi-tool approach may be helpful employing multiple
strategies to achieve the desired results for the corridor’s vision. Different strategies may be
appropriate within a given location and therefore each possible strategy should be understood and
examined in order to determine where it may be most appropriately used. Legislative actions, such as
re-zoning, creating an overlay district and amortization, are only single components to the overall
picture of what the City could do. Financial incentives, specifically those appropriated by Chapter 380 of
the Texas Local Government Code, should be utilized by the City in order to create incentives for the
attraction of desired development. Such strategies may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Owner volunteer or developer agreements
Amortization
Impact fees
Economic Development Corporation support and funding
City funds
City grants/loans
Assessment districts
Chapter 380 grants/loans
State and federal grant funding
Sponsor or local organization based funding
Rezoning
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The City, citizens, developers and property owners should work together to implement the I-35 corridor
vision. No single entity or strategy can address all the recommendations within the I-35 Corridor Plan.
Specific immediate and ongoing action items should be conducted to oversee the development and
redevelopment of the corridor. In some cases, immediate items that could include limited effort and
little financial resources but could have a great impact on the visions perception of Red Oak. The action
items should be phased and should create partnership opportunities with new development to ensure
the desired vision occurs. Actions items that could be considered are listed in the following tables:

Immediate Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement area wide cleanup efforts requiring owner participation.
Develop potential rebate incentive program for cleanup participants.
Consider sponsoring a trash pickup day for properties within the corridor study area.
Continue code enforcement efforts.
Work with local organizations to develop and implement beautification efforts along
the corridor such as painting, fence repair, landscaping and trash removal.
Work with property owners to rezone properties to better meet the goals and
recommendations of the corridor plan.

Ongoing Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Work with the EDC and property owners to develop a commercial/retail recruitment
program.
Update the City’s capital improvement project list to include I-35 Corridor Plan
recommended items.
Use incentive programs.
Pursue state and federal grants for roadway, roadway enhancements, parks and
pedestrian circulation options.
Develop facade enhancement and beautification programs based on providing City
grants, loans and rebates.
Consider creating an amortization schedule if the City feels it is appropriate.
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